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1. INTRODUCTION 
In classical probability theory P. Levy and A. I. Khinchine analysed the 
following problem. Suppose {fni , 1 < j < k,}, n = 1,2,...; K, < k, < ... is a 
triangular array of characteristic functions or Fourier transforms of probability 
measures on the real line such that the “uniform infinitesimality” condition, 
lim sup sup Ifnj(t) - 1 1 = 0 for every a > 0, 
n l<Kk”. Itl<o 
is fulfilled. Then what are the conditions for the convergence of the sequence 
F,(t) = l-I,f&, as 11 - a, in the topology of uniform convergence on 
compacta ? What are all the possible limits of such sequences ? As a result they 
obtained the famous infinitely divisible characteristic functions and a representa- 
tion formula for such functions. For a detailed account of this subject the reader 
may refer to [3]. A similar analysis was done for locally compact abelian groups 
by K. R. Parthasarathy et al. [4]. A detailed account of this may be found in [5]. 
A characteristic function f on the real line is characterised by the following 
properties: (i) f is continuous and f(0) = 1; (ii) for any complex numbers 
a, 9 a2 ,-*a, a, , any points t, , t, ,..., t, on the real line and any positive integer n, 
the inequality 
;%%f(ti - 5) 3 0 
is fulfilled. Such a function is said to be a normalised positive definite function. 
Such functions have analogues in any topological group. More precisely, let G 
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denote a locally compact second countable topological group. We say that a 
complex-valued function f(x) on G is a normalised positive definite function (or 
simply an n.p.d.-function) if (i) f( x is continuous and f(e) = 1 (e being the ) . 
identity element); (ii) for any complex numbers a,, a2 ,..., a,, any points 
x1 , xa ,..., x, in G and any positive integer n, the inequality 
(1.1) 
is fulfilled. Such functions were studied in the context of group representations 
by I. M. Gelfand and D. A. Raikov and R. Godement. The interested reader may 
refer to the book [2] by J. Dixmier. 
We say that a triangular array {fnj , 1 < j < k,}, n = 1,2 ,...; k, < K, < . . . . 
of n.p.d.- functions is uniformly infinitesimal if 
lim sup sup ]fnj(x) - 1 / = 0, 
n lSKk, seK 
for every compact set K C G. (1.2) 
In such a case we can raise the following questions: when does the sequence 
F,(x) = njfnj(x) converge uniformly over compact sets as n -+ 03 ? What 
are all the possible limits of such sequences ?
A partial answer to the above question was found by K. R. Parthasarathy and 
K. Schmidt in [6]. In the present article this problem is investigated in much 
greater detail. A more or less complete answer is given in the cases when G is 
(1) a compact group or (2) a connected and simply connected Lie group or (3) 
connected semisimple Lie group. An analogue of the Levy-Khinchine theorem on 
accompanying laws is obtained. 
It is hoped that this kind of central limit theorem may have some relevance in 
the field of quantum mechanics. In this context the reader may refer to [6]. 
2. POSITIVE DEFINITE KERNELS 
In this section we analyse some of the basic properties of positive definite 
kernels. Some of these are proved in [6]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a’ set and let K(x, y), x, y E X, be a complex- 
valued function on X x X. The function K is said to be a positive definite kernel 
if, for all complex numbers a, , a2 ,..., a, , points xi , xa ,..., x, in X and positive 
integers n, the inequality 
C a&K(x, , xi) > 0 (2-O) 
i.i 
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is satisfied. The function K is said to be conditionally positive dejnite if (2.0) 
holds whenever xi ai = 0. A positive definite kernel K is said to be normalised 
if K(x, x) = 1 for all x E X. 
We now reproduce without proof some lemmas from pages 1 to 5 of [6]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K(., .) be a positive definite kernel on X x X. Then there 
exists a complex Hilbert space H and a map a from X into H such that the set of 
vectors {v(x), x E X} spans H and 
K(x,Y) = (44, V(Y)) for all X,Y E-Y 
where (‘, .) denotes the inner product in H. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If X is a topological space and K( ‘, .) is a continuous positive 
definite kernel on X x X, then the map v of the above lemma is continuous. Indeed, 
II v(x) - v(r)11 = [K(x, x) + K(Y, Y) - 2 Re 0, r)ll~". (2.1) 
In particular K( ., .) is continuous if and only if its real part is continuous. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If K(., *) is a positive definite kernel on X x X, then 
I K@> Y) - I‘+‘, r’>l 
d K(x, x)""[K(r, y) + K(Y', Y') - 2 Re K(Y, Y'>]~~~ 
+ K(y’, y’)ll”[K(x, x) + K(x’, x’) - 2 Re K(x, x’)]~/~ 
for all x, y, x’, y’ E X. (2.2) 
COROLLARY 2.5. If X is a regular locally compact topological space, then a 
family 9 of continuous positive definite kernels on X x X is conditionally compact 
in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta if and only if the family 
{Re K, K E 9} is conditionally compact. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and Schwarz’s inequality, we have 
I K(x>~)l d l?W> 4 K(Y>YW~ for all x, y E X. 
Thus supKE~ I K(x, y)j < co for every pair x, y if supKE~ I Re K(x, y)l < CO 
for all x, y. Now (2.2) implies that the family 9 is equicontinuous at every point 
(x, y) if the associated family of real parts is equicontinuous at every point. Now 
an application of Ascoli’s theorem completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let L(*, *) be a complex-valued function on X x X, such that 
L(x, y) = L(y, x) for all x, y E X. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) L is condition&y positive definite; 
(ii) for any Jixed x,, E X, the kernel Ls, defined by 
L&x, y) = L(x, Y> - L(x, %> - J% 3 Y) + L(% 9 x0) 
for all x, y E X, is positive definite; 
(iii) for every t > 0, exp tL is positive definite. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let K be a normalised positive definite kernel on X x X, such 
that, for some x,, E X, K(x, x,,) # 0 for every x E X. Let 
qx, Y) = wx, Y) K(x, %Yal Y Y)Y. 
Then 
I &P Y) - &‘, Y’)l 
< I K(x, x0) WI , Y) Q% , Y’H2U - I K(Y, Y’)?)1”” 
+ I WY’, x0) G% ! x) K(xo , x’)l-l[2(1 - 1 K(x, x’)/~)]“~. (2.3) 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a map v  from X into a Hilbert space H 
such that K(x, y) = (v(x), v(y)), for all x, y. Further 
I ~c% Y) - Q% Y’)l 
d I K(x, x0) qx, , Y) %l 9 Y’> I -wx, Y) G% , Y’) - w% Y’) %l r Y>l. 
(2.4) 
Now we observe that, in the tensor product H @ H, 
(44 0 v(x2), v(n) 0 ‘u(Y2D = @l 3 Yl> m2 9 Y2). 
This fact together with (2.4) implies that 
I &9 Y) - mx, r’)l 
< I qx, x0) w, , Y) q% , r’>l-’ 
x I<+4 0 4%), V(Y) 0 V(Y’D - <v(x) 0 4%), 4Y’) 0 V(Y)>1 
G I m 4 K(x,, Y) m. , ~71-1 II V(Y) 0 v(Y’) - v(Y’) 0 V(Y)II. (2.5) 
Here we have used the fact that 11 v(x)I12 = K(x, x) = 1 for all x. But 
II V(Y) 0 V(Y’) - V(Y’) 0 V(Y)ll” = 2(1 - I K(Y, Y’)l”)* (2.6) 
Now (2.5), (2.6), and the inequality 
I Q%Y) - R(x’, y’)l < I G,Y) - ~(X,Y’)l + I &Y’, x) - QY’> %‘)I 
complete the proof of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Let X be a regular locally compact Hauso!orff space which is 
second countable. Let {K,) be a sequence of normalised positive definite kernels 
on X x X, such that, for some x0 E X, 
Kn(x, xc,) # 0, lif;” inf I K,(x, x,)1 # 0 for all XE X andall 71. 
Let the sequence {I K,, I”} be conditionally compact in the topology of uniform 
convergenze on compacta over X x X. Then the sequence {Rn} defined by 
xn(x, Y> = KG, Y) Kn(x, xcJ-‘K&o 9 y)-l> X,YEX 
is conditionally compact in the same topology. 
Proof. The conditions of the lemma imply that & is bounded at every point 
(x, y). Since (1 K, 1”) is conditionally compact, Ascoli’s theorem implies that this 
sequence is equicontinuous at every point. Lemma 2.8 implies that the sequence 
(I?*} is also equicontinuous at every point. Hence {I?,} is conditionally compact. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.10. For any normulised positive definite kernel K on X x X and 
any x,, E X, the inequality 
I K(x, Y> - K&s xo) K(xo 9 r)l G 2 - I K(x, 41 - I K(x, 9 r>l 
foriall x, y E x (2.7) 
is fulfilled. 
Proof. We reproduce the proof from [6]. By Lemma 2.2, we can write 
K(x, Y) = <v(x), V(Y)), 
where v  is a map from X into a Hilbert space H. Let {& , OL E A} be a complete 
orthonormal basis of H such that v(x,,) = & . Note that since K is normalised 
K(x, x) = 11 v(x)II” = 1 for all x. We have 
I K(x> Y) - Wx, xo> K(xo 9 r)l 
= 1 1 (v(x), E,>(tL ! V(Y)) 1 < (c I<W, e)12y’2 (c l(V(Yh q2 
aZnO U#Uo U#Uo 
= (1 - I(v(x), 5,>l”Y’“(1 - I<V(Y), LJ12Y2 
< 2 - I K(x, xdl - I Wxo >r)l. 
This completes the proof. 
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3. POSITIVE DEFINITE FUNCTIONS ON LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS 
Here and in all that follows we shall denote by G a locally compact second 
countable topological group with identity element e. In Section 1, we defined the 
notion of normalised positive definite functions (or more briefly, n.p.d. functions). 
To the space of all n.p.d. functions we assign the topology of uniform convergence 
on compacta. We do the same to the space of all complex-valued continuous 
functions on G. All topological statements concerning these spaces will always be 
with respect to this topology. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A sequence {fn} of n.p.d. functions on G is said to be shift 
compact if there exist continuous homomorphisms 01, from G into the torus (i.e., 
the multiplicative group of complex numbers of modulus unity) such that the 
sequence {fnan} is conditionally compact. 
Remark 3.2. It is a conjecture that a sequence {fn} of n.p.d. functions on G 
is shift compact if and only if the sequence {1 fn I”} is conditionally compact. That 
this conjecture is true whenever G is abelian follows from [5, Chap. III, 
Theorem 2.21 and the duality theorem for such groups. We shall later establish 
this for all simply connected Lie groups. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any n.p.d. function f  on G, 
If(v) -f(x)f(y)I G 2 - IfWl - If(r)1 for all X,Y. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.10 by taking X = G, 
x,, = e and K(x, y) = f  (y-lx). 
LEMMA 3.4. For any n.p.d. function f  on G, 
If (xy) - 1 I G W - Ref WP2 + PU - Ref bW2 
for all x, y  E G. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a Hilbert space H and a map et from G 
into H such that 
We have 
(4x), W(Y)) = f  (Y-lx)* 
I 1 - f  (r-W = I(W, +D - ($4,4r>>l 
d I<+% W - W(Y)) + (+9 - 44,4rDl 
G II $4 - 4r)ll + II 44 - WI 
= [2(1 - Ref(x)]lj2 + [2(1 - Ref(y))]‘i2. 
This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 3.5. For any n.p.d. function f on G, 
I f(x) - f(r)1 < Ml - RefW’W~” 
for all x, y E G. 
Proof. Constructing v  exactly as in the proof of the preceding lemma we get 
If (4 - f (r)l = I(vCh v(e)> - <v(Y), +)>I G II ~(4 - Wll 
= [2(1 - Re f(y-lx))]l/z. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let {fn> be a sequence of n.p.d. functions which is equicon- 
tinuous at e. Then {fn} is conditionally compact. 
Proof. Lemma 3.5 implies that {fn} is equicontinuous at every point. Hence 
an application of Ascoli’s theorem completes the proof. 
Now we shall state a simple proposition concerning Lie groups. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let G be a Lie group, 9 its Lie algebra and 9’ = [Y, 9j the 
derivedLie algebra. Let X, , X, ,..., X,,, be a basis of 9such that the$rst r elements 
constitute a basis of 9’. Suppose Exp denotes the exponential map from 9 into G. 
Then, for any neighbourhood N of the identity, there exists a 7 > 0 such that 
{Exp tlXI Exp tzXz ... Exp tJ,. , I ti ) < 7, i = I,2 ,..., T} C{xy~-~y-l, x, y E N}. 
Further the map 
Exp tIXI Exp tzXz .** Exp tmXm -+ Exp i f tjaj , 
j=r+1 
1 ti 1 <E, i = 1,2 ,..., m 
determines a local homomorphism of G into the torus for a suficient~ small E > 0 
and arbitrary real constants a,.+1 , ar+2 ,..., a, . 
Proof. For a proof of the first part of the lemma we refer to [I, Chapter IV, 
Section XII]. The second part is a consequence of the fact that the map 
f tiXi --f f tiaj 
id j=7+1 
is a homomorphism of the Lie algebra Y into the one dimensional Lie algebra R. 
Now we are ready to state the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let G be a connected and simply connected Lie group. Suppose 
{fn} is a sequence of n.p.d. functions such that the seqwnce (1 fn 1”) is conditionally 
compact. Then {fn) is shift compact. 
Proof. Let M = {x: inf, ] f*(x)1 # O}. Since 1 fn(e)I = 1 and (1 f,, I”> is 
conditionally compact it follows that M contains a neighbourhood of the identity. 
We now choose a compact symmetric neighbourhood iI& of e such that 
MI . Mr C M. On MI x MI consider the normalised positive definite kernel 
K?z(% Y) = f&l4 X,Y~Ml. 
Now (1 K, ]r} is conditionally compact in the uniform topology. Choosing 
x0 = e in Lemma 2.8, we conclude that the kernels 
&I(? Y) = fn(Y-14fn(Y-1)-1fn(4-1 
form a conditionally compact sequence over Mr x iIf1 . Thus the sequence of 
continuous functions {fn(x, y) fJx)-lfn( y)-r} is conditionally compact on 
MI x Mr. Let Ms be a compact symmetric neighbourhood of e such that 
ikl, . ikl, C Mr. We now write 
f?&Y~-w = vn(x3)~-~Y-~)f~(xr)-1f~(~-1Y-‘)-’l~fn(~Y)fn(~)-1f~(Y)-1l 
x [fn(~-lY-l>f,(~-l)-lf,(Y-l)-ll I fnW12 I fn(Y)12 
X,YEJ42. 
By what has been shown earlier it follows that every sequence determined by 
functions within square brackets on the right-hand side of the above identity is 
conditionally compact on M, x AI2 . Thus the sequence {fn(xyx-ly-l)} is 
conditionally compact on iIf2 x M, . 
Now, for the Lie algebra 9 of G, we choose a basis XI , X2 ,..., X, such that 
the first Y elements form a basis for the derived Lie algebra 9’ = [Y, -Epl. By 
Lemma 3.7 there exists a 7 > 0 such that for all I td 1 < 7, i = 1,2,..., Y, the 
element Exp tlXl * Exp &X2 0.. Exp t,X,. is of the form xyx-‘y-l for some 
x, y  E M, . By the preceding paragraph it follows that the n.p.d. functions fni on 
the real line defined by 
f&t) = f,(Exp tXj) j = 1, 2,..., Y 
form a conditionally compact sequence over the interval [- T, T] . By Corollary 3.6 
each sequence {fnj} is conditionally compact over the real line for j = 1,2,..., Y. 
Now we shall analyse the n.p.d. functions f&t) = f,(Exp tXi), j = Y  + 1, 
r + 2,..., m on the real line. Since {I fn I”} is conditionally compact over G, 
(1 fnj(t)12} is conditionally compact over R. Using Remark 3.2, we construct real 
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constantsa,i,j=r+1,~+2 ,..., m such that the sequence (fni(t) Exp,i~} 
are conditionally compact for each j. Using Lemma 3.7, we construct a local 
homomorphism OL, by writing 
a,(Exp trXr , EXP k& >. . . > Exp t,X,,J = Exp i 5 tjani . 
j=r+1 
Since G is connected and simply connected OL,, can be extended uniquely to a 
global homomorphism of G into the torus such that 
or,(Exp tXJ = 1 j = 1, 2 ,..., Y, 
= Exp itanj j = T + l,..., m. 
We now define the n.p.d. functions 
A&(4 = f&> %2(x), XEG. 
Then the sequence {f,(Exp tX,)> is equicontinuous at t = 0 for every j. Now 
Lemma 3.4 implies that {fn} is equicontinuous at the identity. Then Corollary 3.6 
implies that it is conditionally compact. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let G be a semisimple Lie group and let (fn} be a sequence of 
n.p.d. fun&ms such that {I fn I”} is conditionally compact. Then {f,,} is conditionally 
compact. 
Proof. Since the derived Lie algebra of G is itself the required result follows 
from the proof of Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 3.6. 
4. UNIFORMLY INFINITESIMAL FAMILIES OF n.p.d. FUNCTIONS 
In this section we shall prove a generalisation of the Levy-Khinchine theorem 
on accompanying laws for products of n.p.d. functions which form a uniformly 
infinitesimal family. As a result we get a nonprobabilistic approach to the 
central limit problem of probability theory. However, this is not claimed to be a 
virtue. 
For the definition of a uniformly infinitesimal family of n.p.d. functions 
(fni , 1 < j < k,}, n = 1,2 ,..., k, < k, < . . . . we refer to Section 1. We write 
XEG (4.1) 
j=l 
We shall obtain conditions for the shift compactness of the sequence {F,} of 
n.p.d. functions. To this end we establish a few lemmas. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let 0 < 0~~ < 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., k and let 
p1 = (1 - Cxi)(l - c$) *** (1 - CQJ, P2 = C “i * 
2 
Then for any 0 < E < I, we have 
(i) j&<~(l--~)-“if/3~>1--~, 
(ii) /3s > -log E if& < E. 
Proof. Suppose /3i > 1 - E. Then nFzi (1 - ozj) > 1 - E for every i. Thus 
(1 - c) < & = [l - ak - a&1(1 - OIk) - $2(1 - ++l)(l - ak-2) 
... - %(l - CY,)(l - (11s) *a* (1 - c$)] < 1 - (1 - 6)X OIi . 
z 
This proves (i). 
Suppose j$ < E. Then --xi log(1 - CX~) > -log E and -log( 1 - ai) < CY~ . 
This proves (ii) and completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let {fni , 1 < j < k,) b e a umformly infinitesimal family of 
n.p.d. functions on G. Then the set 
G,, = {x: li? inf ] F,(x)] > 0} 
(where F, is us in (4.1)) is a subgroup. If  {I F, I”} is conditionally compact then G,, 
is an open and closed subgroup. If, in addition, G is connected then G,, = G. 
Proof. We first observe that j fni / 2 is an n.p.d. function. Hence by Lemma 3.3, 
I Ifni( - IfdX)l" Ifni( I < 2 - I fnj(x)12 - Ifni(Y)12, for all %Y- 
Hence, 
1 - Ifni( < [I - If7&>12 I fdY>121 + P - Ifni( 
< 2m - If7&)121 + [I - IfndY)121h 
By Lemma 4.1, 
Go = x: IiF sup x(1 - ] f&x)1”) < ~0 
I j 
t [I - Ifni( 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Now (4.2), (4.3) and the fact fnj(x-l) = fni(x) imply that G,, is a subgroup. 
If  {I F,, j2} is conditionally compact, it is equicontinuous at the identity. Since 
F,(e) = 1, it follows that G,, includes a neighbourhood of e. Thus G, is an open 
and closed subgroup. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let {fnj , 1 < j < R,} b e a unaformly injinitesimal family of 
n.p.d. functions on G such that (1 F,, I”> is conditionally compact. Let GO C G be as in 
Lemma 4.2. Then 
lim sup sup c 1 f&y) - f,Jx) fni( y)l < CO, for every compact K C GO. 
n e,wK j 
(4.4) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we have 
T If&Y) -f&)fni(Y)I G F P - If&)I - Ifni( 
d c [(I - IfniW) + (1 - IfndY)12)1. 
This inequality together with Lemma 4.1 and (4.3) implies (4.4). This completes 
the proof. 
We now make two conjectures and later prove them in special cases. 
Conjecture 4.4. Let {fni , 1 < j < K,) be a uniformly infinitesimal family of 
n.p.d. functions on G, such that 
lim sup ;tttx c I f&xy) - f&(x) fJy)I < 00, for every compact K C G. 
?2 3 
(45) 
Then there exists a uniformly infinitesimal family {CQ , 1 < j < k,} of 
continuous homomorphisms of G into the torus such that 
lim SUP ;;~p C I f&x) - 44I < 03, for every compact KC G. (4.6) 
n j 
A slightly weaker version is the following 
Conjecture 4.5. Under the same condition as in the preceding conjecture 
there exists a uniformly infinitesimal family (01,~ , 1 < j < K,} of continuous 
homomorphisms of G into the torus such that 
lim ;Kp C If&) - T&)I~ = 0, for every compact KC G. (4.7) 
?a i 
LEMMA 4.6. If, for a uniformly injinitesimal family {fni , 1 < j < k,} of 
positive definite functions on G, and {aYnj , 1 < j < k,} of continuous homomorphisms 
into the torus, condition (4.7) holds, then 
lim zip 1 F&4 - flsd-4 exPCf&) m - 11 / = 0 
n j 
for every compact KC G, (4.8) 
where F, is deJined by (4.1). 
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Proof. For all complex numbers z such that 1 z - 1 1 < l/2, we define 
Log z by the series 
Log2 = (z - 1) - (k+x + k+2 . ..* 
Then Exp Log z = z and 
1 Logz - (z - l)/ < / 2 - 1 12, for ) 2 - 1 1 < l/2. (4.9) 
Let now KC G be any compact set. Since {fn,, 1 <j < k,} and (0~~~) 
1 < j < k,} are uniformly infinitesimal families, so is the family {fnjoLnj , 
1 < j < k,}. Hence for any l > 0, there exists n,, such that 
sup sup If&) %&j(X) - 1 I < c for tl > 71s . 
i DEK 
If E < l/2, we have from (4.9), 
I L”gfnj(x) %dx> - [fnjanj(x) - II I d Ifdx) %dx) - l I2 
for all x E K and 1 < j < k, . Thus (4.7) implies that 
lim ZKp 11 [Logfai(x) %j(X) - fdx) %Jx> + 11 /= 0. (4.10) 
n j 
Since ExP Ci Ifnj(X) an,(x) - l] is an n.p.d. function and hence its absolute 
value is always less than or equal to unity, (4.10) implies that 
“,” suP E-i 1 nfnAX) %AX) - ExP 1 Vni(X) %AX) - llI 
j j 
< lim sup sup 
n ZEK 1 /FXP 1 [LogfAx) ani -f&x) a&x) + 111 - 11 = 0 j 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let {fnj , 1 < j < k,} be a uniformly inJnitesima1 family of 




x:liFsupx[l - Ref&x)] < CO . 
j I 
Then G,, is an open and closed subgroup of G and 
lh sup ~~~~ C I fnj(V) - fdx)fnj(y)I < ~0, for WHY compact KC Go - 
n - J 
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Proof. That G,, is an open and closed subgroup follows from Lemma 4.2 if 
we observe that (ExpVSj - 11, 1 < j < k,} is a uniformly infinitesimal family 
of n.p.d. functions. Further 
Hence 
1 - Ifni( < 20 - Ref&)) for all x. 
lim sup sup C (1 - I f&x)1”) < co, for every compact KC G, . 
la ZEK j 
Now the second part of the lemma follows from the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose {fni , 1 <j < k,} is a uniformly infinitesimal family 
of n.p.d. functions on G such that (4.5) holds. Then 
for every compact KC G and all k; 
(b) lim sup sup c 1 ffli(xyx-‘y-‘) - 1 I < 00 
11 x,wK j 
for every compact KC G; 
(c) the set {x: lim, sup zj I fnj(x) - 1 I < co) is a subgroup. 
Proof. We obtain (a) from (4.5) by induction on k. To prove (b), we observe 
that by putting y = x-l in (4.5) we obtain 
lim SUP :~p C [1 - I fnk4121 < *. ?I 3 
But (a) implies that 
lim suP suP 1 Ifnj(xYx-lY-l) - I fnj(x)12 IfdY)12 I < ** n X,YEK j  
The above two inequalities imply (b). Condition (c) follows immediately from 
(4.5) and the fact that fni’s are bounded by unity in absolute value. This completes 
the proof. 
Now we shall try to prove conjectures 4.4 and 4.5 in special cases. 
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose {fnj , 1 < j < k,} is a uniformly inJinitesima1 family of 
n.p.d. functions on a compact second countable group G. If (4.5) holds then 
lim sup =Gp C If&) - 1 I < ~0. n 3 
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Proof. In the present case (4.5) implies that 
Integrating with respect to the normalized Haar measure in the variable y, we 
obtain 
Since the uniform infinitesimality of {fn} implies that 1 jfni(x) dx 1 > l/2 for allj 
and for all n exceeding a certain no , the left invariance of the Haar measure and 
the above inequality imply the lemma. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.10. Suppose {fnj , 1 < j < k,} is a unqormly infinitesimalfamily of 
n.p.d. functions on a countable discrete group G. Then Conjecture 4.4 and hence 
Conjecture 4.5 hold. 
Proof. Suppose {fni} satisfies (4.5) f or very finite set K. Let G’ be the 
commutator group generated by all elements of the form xyx-ly-l, where 
x,y E G. By Lemma 4.8, we have 
li?supz Ifnj(x) - 1 I < co for xEG’. 
j 
We shall now define the required homomorphisms CQ of G into the torus. Let 
c&(x) = 1 for all x E G’. 
Let xi $ G’. If x,r E G’ for some integer Y, then define 
or,,(xlkx) = 1 for all x E G’ and integers k. 
If x,r never belongs G’ for integers r, then define 
%i(XlkX) = [f?dxJ I fni(X1)I-llk if fdxJ # 0, 
=I otherwise, 
for every integer k. Let Gr = UT x1%’ and x2 $ Gr . If xa7 E Gr for some Y, then 
lets be the smallest positive integer such that this happens. Then define 
%&2k4 = u%&2”)1”“>” 
for all x E G’, where we take the principal s-th root. If xar never belongs to Gr , 
then define 
%&zk4 = [fdxz) I fnib%Mk if lf&$l Z 0. 
=I otherwise, 
for every integer k. We continue this process. 
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Since G/G’ is a countable abelian group this definition yields a homomorphism 
ani of G into the torus. Such homomorphisms form a uniformly infinitesimal 
family. Using Lemma 4.8 it is not too difficult to show that 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let {fnj, 1 <j ,< k,} b e a uniformly in$nitesimal family of 
n.p.d. functions on the real line R such that 
lim sup sup 
n 
,t,da,,s,(a c If&t + s) -fni(t)fiai(s)I < *9 for every a > 0. (4.11) 
j 
Let 
iad = Log(f&) Ifn#)l-l), 
(for all large n), where Log stands for the principal value of the logarithm. Then 
lim sup c 1 fnj(t) - Exp itanj I2 = 0, for every a > 0. 
n itl<a j 
Proof. Let 
g&) = f&t) I fnj(t)I-l EXP - it+ . (4.12) 
The uniform infinitesimality condition implies that g,i’s are well defined in any 
interval I t I < a for all !arge n and (4.11) is fulfilled with fni replaced by g,, . 
We note that 
I &&)I = 1, grim = &i(l) = 1. 
We now define hnj which is periodic of period unity and coincides with gnj on 
[0, 11. Let the Fourier expansion of hni be given by 
hnj = 5 b$’ elnikt . 
k=--m 
(4.13) 
The uniform infinitesimality of {fnj} implies that 
lim sup sup I h,Jt) - 1 I = 0. 
n i t 
Since b$ = si hmj( ) d t t, it follows that there exists an n, such that 
1 b”! I2 > l/2 w ’ for all 1 < j < k, and n > no. (4.14) 
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We shall now estimate the function 1 &(t + s) - h&t) h&l. We have 
I hnj(t + s) - hnj(t) hnj(s)l = I gnj(t + s) - g,j(t)g,&)l if 4 s, t + s E [0, 11. 
If however, t, s E [0, I] and t + s E (1, 21, then 
I ha,(t + 4 - h&) Ms)l 
= I &dt + s - 1) - &d(t) &&I 
< I g& + s - 1) E?zrU) - kdt + 41 + I && + 4 - &i(4 &&)I 
where gnj is defined by (4.12). Thus we have 
Now (4.11) and (4.12) imply that the right-hand side of the above inequality 
tends to zero as n -+ co. Hence integration over [0, l] yields 
lim SUP C 1’ I h,j(t + S) - &j(t) h,j(S)l’ dt = 0. 
78 S j0 
Now an application of the Parseval identity and (4.13) lead to 
lim sup C +cm I b$’ 1’ I e2niks - h,(S)12 = 0. 
n s j  k=-co 
Hence by (4.14) 
lim sup 1 I Ani - 1 I2 = 0. 
(z S j 
By thedefinition of h,j and g,j 
Since fnj( -s) = fni(s) and (4.11) holds, this completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.12. Let {fnj , 1 <j < k,} b e a unifwmly injnitesimal family of 
n.p.d. functions on a connected and simply connected Lie group G. Suppose (4.5) 
holds. Then there exists a un+nly injinitesimaifamily {ocni} of homomorphisms of G 
into the torus such that (4.7) holds. 
Proof. We choose a basis X1 , X2 ,..., X,,, for the Lie algebra 9 of G 
such that the first r elements constitute a basis for the derived Lie algebra 
A? = [9,2Fj. Let 
&? = 0 72.9 if l<k<r 
= WdfndExP Xk) I f&N Xdl-7 if r+l<k<m, 
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where Log stands for the principal value of the logarithm. Let “nj be the unique 
homomorphism of G into the torus whose differential da,j is given by dor,JX,) = 
&“’ k = 1 R3 ) 9 2 se**, m. Now consider the n.p.d. function 
f$‘(t) = fnj(ExP tX.& tER. 
By Lemma 4.11, 
lim sup 1 If:‘(t) - Exp ita$’ I2 = 0 
n ItI& j 
for every a > 0 and k > Y. By Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 4.8 
1: su; C 1 f$‘(t) - 1 I2 = 0. 
3 
Now condition (4.5) implies that 
lim 2; C I fnjtx) - %&)I2 = 0 for every compact K C G. 
n 3 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.13. Let (fn, , 1 < j < k,} b e a unafiimly injnitesimal family 
of n.p.d. functions on a connected semisimple Lie group G, satisfying (4.5). Then 
lim sup C I fJg) - 1 I2 = 0, for every compact KC G. 
n geK j 
LEMMA 4.14. Let Gl , G, be two locally compact second countable groups and 
let G = Gl x G2 be their directproduct. Suppose { fnj , 1 < j < k,} is a un+rmly 
infinitesimal family of n.p.d. functions on G, satisfying (4.5). If the restrictions of fnj 
to the subgroups Gl and G, (in G) satisfy Conjecture 4.5 then it is fulfilled for the 
family { fnr} on G. 
Proof. I f  a$], i = 1, 2 are the homomorphisms of Gi , i = 1,2 respectively 
into the torus such that Conjecture 4.5 holds for the restrictions of fnj , then 
taking ani to be the direct product &r x c@, it is easy to show from (4.5) that 
(4.7) is satisfied. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.15. Let G be a locally compact second countable abelian group. Then 
Conjecture 4.5 holds. 
Proof. Let Gr C G be an open subgroup which is generated by a compact 
neighbourhood of the identity. Then G1 is of the form Rn x K x Z’, where R 
is the real line, K a compact group and 2 the group of integers. By Lemmas 4.9, 
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4.10, 4.12 and 4.14, Conjecture 4.5 holds on GI with some homomorphisms 
& of GI into the torus. We extend each of the homomorphisms &j to G exactly 
by the same procedure as the one adopted in the proof of Lemma 4.10. We note 
that G/G, is a countable discrete abelian group. Now it is not too difficult to 
complete the proof of Lemma 4.13. 
Now we are ready to state the “accompanying laws theorem” for compact 
groups, abelian groups and Lie groups. 
THEOREM 4.16. Let {fnj , 1 <j < k,} b e a un$ormly injnitesimul family of 
n.p.d. functions on a compact second countable group. Let 
$w) = c Lhd4 - 11. 
j=l 
Then the sequence (1 F,, I”} is conditionally compact in the topology of uniform 
convergence if and only if the sequence {Re &} is equicontinuous at the identity. 
In such a case 
lim sup 1 F,(x) - Exp &(x)[ = 0. 
R r 
(4.15) 
Proof. Suppose ) F,, I2 converges to a limit F uniformly as n -+ 00. Then by 
Lemma 4.2, the set G,, = (x: F(x) # 0} is an open and closed subgroup. By 
Lemma 4.3, condition (4.4) holds on G,, . Since G,, is compact Lemma 4.9 
implies that 
lim SUP C 1 fnj(X) - 1 I2 = 0. 
n zeG, j 
By Lemma 4.6, 
1: ZE”G~ I F&) - Exp ~&)I = 0. 
0 
The convergence of I F, I2 implies that Exp Re lCIn converges uniformly on G,, . 
Since G, is open it follows from corollary 3.6 that the sequence {Exp Re I&} is 
conditionally compact whenever {I F, I”} is conditionally compact. Since 
Exp Re & is also an n.p.d. function it follows that {Re &} is equicontinuous at 
the identity. 
Conversely, if {Re &> is equicontinuous at the identity the sequence 
{Exp Re I/I,,} is also equicontinuous at the identity. By Corollary 3.6 the sequence 
{Exp Re JJJ is conditionally compact. Let us assume that it converges uniformly 
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to a limit F’. Let GI = {x:8”(x) # O}. By Lemmas 4.7, 4.9, and 4.6 it follows 
that 
lip z~$ I F,(x) - EXP $&>I = 0. 
1 
By the argument used in the preceding paragraph it follows that (1 F, I”} is 
conditionally compact and (4.15) holds. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.17. Let {fni , 1 < j < K,} b e a unaformly infinitesimal family of 
n.p.d. functions on a connected and simply connected Lie group G. Let 9 be the Lie 
algebra of G and let 8’ = [Z, 5?j be the derived Lie algebra. Let X, , X2 ,..., ‘U, 
be a basis of 8 such that the first r elements constitute a basis of Y. Let eni be the 
homomorphism of G into the real line defined by 
where 
b(Exp trXr Bxp tax, *** Exp t,X,) = 5 t,az 
h=r+1 
ia:’ = Log fnj(Exp X,) 1 f&Exp Xk)/-l, h = r + I,..., m, 
Log stands for the principal value of the logarithm and Exp is the exponential map 
of A? into G. Let 
F,(x) = nfnj(x), 
a/&(x) = 1 [fnj(x) e--ieJ”) - 1 + it?,,(x)]. 
Then {I F, I”} is conditionally compact in the topology of unaform convergence on 
compacta if and only if the sequence {Re &} is equicontinuous at the identity. In 
such a case 
lim :~p I F,(x) - Exp k(x)I = 0, for every compact KC G. (4.16) 
72 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 4.12, 4.7, 4.6 
and Corollary 3.6. 
COROLLARY 4.18. Let {fni , 1 <j < R,} b e a uniformly infinitesimal family 
of n.p.d. functions on a connected semisimple Lie group G. Let 
F,(x) = nf&x), 
j 
9nc4 = c [f&x) - 11. 
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Then { 1 F,, I”} is conditionally compact if and onZy if{Re $3 is equicontinuous at the 
identity. In such a case {F,) is conditionally compact and 
lim =J; I F,(x) - EXP Ill&l = 0, for every compact KC G. 
n 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, Corollary 4.13, 
Lemma 4.7, 4.6, Corollaries 3.6 and 3.9. 
Remark 4.19. It is clear that one can prove an accompanying laws theorem 
for locally compact second countable abelian groups by making use of the lemmas 
used in the proof of the above two theorems and Lemma 4.13. In the case of the 
real line the homomorphisms 8,, in Theorem 4.17 are directly computed cut of 
the functions fnj , whereas in the classical form given by Levy and Khinchine 
they are computed as “truncated means” of the probability distributions for 
which fni are characteristic functions. 
5. CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREMS 
Theorems 4.16, 4.17 and Corollary 4.18 imply that the problem of studying 
the shift compactness of the sequence {n, fnj}, where {fn,, 1 <i < k,} is a 
uniformly infinitesimal sequence of n.p.d. functions, and analysing the limits 
of such sequences reduces to studying the shift compactness of a certain 
accompanying sequence {Exp &} of n.p.d. functions. Now we introduce a 
definition. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A complex valued continuous function # on G is said to be 
conditionally positiwe defitfite (or more briefly c.p.d.) if (i) #(e) = 0; (ii) the 
function #(y-Q), X, y  E G, is a conditionally positive definite kernel on G x G 
(cf. Definition 2.1). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 1,6 be a complex-valued continuous function on G. Then 
Exp t# is an n.p.d. function for every t > 0 if and only if+ is a c.p.d. function. 
Proof. This is an immediate corollary of Lemma 2.7. 
Conjecture 5.3. Let G be a locally compact second countable group and let 
{#n} be a sequence of c.p.d. functions. Then the sequence {Exp I,&> of n.p.d. 
functions is shift compact if and only if there exists a sequence of homomorphisms 
rn of G into the real line such that the sequence {& - z+~} is equicontinuous 
at the identity. 
We shall establish this conjecture in special cases later. 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let {&} 6 e a sequence of c.p.d. functions on G such that {Exp #,,} 
is shift compact. Then the set Go = {x: lim, sup 1 Re &,(%)I < oc} ti an open and 
closed subgroup. Further the sequence of functions 
?Jn(% Y) = ?MY-‘x) - ICln(Y3 - Ad4 
is conditionally compact in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta over 
G,, x G,, . 
Proof. I f  {Exp #,} is shift compact it follows that the sequence {Exp(Re &)} 
is conditionally compact. Since #,(O) = 0, it follows that G,, contains a neigh- 
bourhood of e. Let X, y  E G,, . By Lemma 2.7, we conclude that (Pi and Re vn 
are positive definite kernels. Hence 
[Re Y&, r)l” < Re V&G 4 . Re P,(Y, Y> 
= We 9&) . Re $n(~)l- 
This inequality shows that y-lx E G,, . Thus G, is an open and closed subgroup. 
Further {Exp(Re vn)> is conditionally compact and lim, sup 1 Re FJX, y)[ < cc 
for all X, y  E G,, . Hence {Re v,,} is conditionally compact in the space G, x G, . 
Now Corollary 2.5 implies that {yn} is conditionally compact in G, x G, . 
THEOREM 5.5. Let G be a compact second countable group and let {&,> be a 
sequence of c.p.d. functions on G. Then the sequence {Exp I/I%} is shift compact zf 
and only if {&> is equicontinuous at the identity. In such a case {Exp q&} itself is 
conditionally compact. 
The sequence {Exp #,,} converges to a limit f  if and only if the following conditions 
are fulfilled: 
(i) the set G, = {x: f  (x) # 0} is an open and closed subgroup; 
(ii) {&,I is conditionally compact on Go; 
(iii) if+ and I#’ are any two limits of I,& on Go then #(x) - $‘(x) = 2rrik(x), 
where k(x) assumes integral values for all x E G,, and f  (x) = Exp z,!J(x) 
for allxEGo; 
(iv) lim, / Re &(x)1 = + 00 for all x 6 G,, . 
Proof. I f  {&J is equicontinuous at the identity then {Exp #n} also has the 
same property. The Corollary 3.6 implies that {Exp &} is conditionally compact. 
Now suppose that {Exp &} is shift compact. By Lemma 5.4, the set H = 
{x: lim, ) Re &(x)1 < cc is an open subgroup of G. The sequence } 
%dX,Y) = hztY-‘4 - AlWY - (lln(X) 
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is conditionally compact on H x H. Integrating this sequence with respect to 
the normalised Haar measure on H in the variable y, we conclude that {I,&) is 
conditionally compact on H. Hence {I,&} is equicontinuous at the identity. The 
last part of the lemma is now trivial. 
Now we shall state two lemmas which are proved in the same manner as 
Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let {fn} be Q sequence of real valued continuous functions on the real 
line such that the sequence {fn} defined by 
m 4 = f& + 4 - f&> - f&)7 t,sER 
is conditionally compact in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. Then 
there exists a sequence {e,> of real constants such that the sequence {f%(t) - e,t} is 
conditionally compact. 
Proof. Since {i;z} is conditionally compact, it follows that fn(0) is bounded. 
Hence we may consider the sequence fn(t) - fJ0). Thus we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that fn(0) = 0. Let 
g,(t) =fn(t) - CM). 
Then gJ0) = gn( 1) = 0. Let h,(t) be the periodic function of period unity 
which coincides with g, on [0, I]. We have 
W + 4 - h,(t) - h,(s) 
= J&7 $1 if t, s, t + s E [0, l] 
= .L(t, 4 - L’n(t + s - 1, 1) if t,sE[O,l],t+sE(1,2]. 
This shows that the left-hand side is conditionally compact in the uniform 
topology over t, s E [0, 11. Now integrating with respect to s, we have 
s 
l [h,(t + s) - h,(t) - h,(s)] ds = -h,(t). 
0 
Thus {h,} is conditionally compact. Thus {fn(t) - tfJl)> is conditionally 
compact in the interval [0, 11. The conditional compactness of {f#} implies that 
{fn(t) - tf,,,(l)} is conditionally compact in R. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let G be a connected and simply connected Lie group. Suppose 
that { fn} is a sequence of real valued continuous functions on G such that the sequence 
th> defined by 
Li,(x, Y) = f&Y) - f&) - fn(Y), x,y~G (5.1) 
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is conditionally compact in the topology of unsform convergence on compacta. Then 
there exists a sequence {O,} of homomorphisms from G into the real line such that 
(fn - 0,) is conditionally compact. 
Proof. Putting x = e first and later y = x-l in (5.1) we conclude that 
{fn(x) + fn(x-l)} is conditionally compact. Now Lemma 5.7 follows from 
Lemma 5.6 exactly in the same fashion as Lemma 4.12 from Lemma 4.11. 
COROLLARY 5.8. If G is a connected semisimple Lie group and {fn} is a sequence 
of real valued continuous functions such that {$} defined by (5.1) is conditionally 
compact in the topology of urnform convergence on compacta then {fn} is conditionally 
compact. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let G be a connected and simply connected Lie group. Suppose 
{J&J is a sequence of c.p.d. functions on G. Then (Exp (Cln} is shaft compact zf and 
only if there exists a sequence {f?,} of h omomorphisms of G into the real line such that 
{+& -- iO,} is equicontinuous at the identity. Any limit of the sequence (Exp #n} is 
of the form Exp 4, where z+4 is a c.p.d. function. 
Proof. Suppose {Exp 4%) is shift compact. By Lemma 5.4, the sequence 
bwY) - %4w -h(Y)> is conditionally compact on G x G. By Lemma 5.7, there 
exists a homomorphism rYIE of G into R such that {(Im &J - 0,} is conditionally 
compact. The conditional compactness of {Exp(Re #n)} and Lemma 5.4 imply 
that {Re (Gn} is conditionally compact. This completes the proof of the first part. 
Conversely, if {J+& - if?,} is equicontinuous at the origin then so is {Exp(#, - ie,)}. 
Hence Corollary 3.6 implies that {Exp(#, - iO,J} is conditionally compact. 
Now suppose {Exp I+&} converges to a limit f. Let #a be a limit of {z,& - ie,} 
where 8, is a homomorphism of G into R for every n. Then 
Hence 
Exp lCln = [Exp ie,] . Exp(& - iq,). 
f (4 = 44 exp h4x)~ for all x E G, 
where 01 is a homomorphism of G into the torus. Since G is connected and simply 
connected we can write 
a(x) = Exp ip(x) 
where p is a homomorphism of G into R. If we write #(x) = (Go(x) + ip(x), the 
proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 5.10. In Theorem 5.8 we may construct en in the following manner. 
Choose a basis Xi, Xa ,..., X, such that the first r elements constitute a 
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basis for the derived Lie algebra 9 = [Y, YJ. Then On is determined 
bY 
~WXP rlXr EXP &Xe *.* Exp t,X,J = f  tj Im #,(Exp Xj) 
j-r+1 
for all t, , t, ,..., t, E R. 
COROLLARY 5.11. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group. Suppose {#,,} 
is a sequence of c.p.d. functions on G. Then {Exp #,,} is shift compact if and only if 
{&} is conditionally compact. In such a case {Exp I+&} is conditionally compact. 
Further {Exp &,} converges as n -+ CD ;f and only if &, itself converges to a limit #. 
Proof. The first two parts follow from Corollary 5.8 and the proof of 
Theorem 5.9. The last part follows from the fact that {Q&} cannot have two 
distinct limits I+% and #’ such that Exp # = Exp 4’. Indeed, if such a situation 
happens then I$ - I,!J’ is an integral multiple of 2ni. Since 4, 4’ are continuous and 
G is connected this cannot happen. 
Now we are ready to state the central limit theorems in the case of compact 
groups and Lie groups. 
THEOREM 5.12. Let G be a compact second countable group and let {fni , 
1 < j < k,} be a uniformly infinitesimalfamily of n.p.d. functions on G. Let 
F,(X) = nfnj(Xh 
&L(X) = c [fn&> - 11. 
Then F,, converges to the limit f uniformly if and only if following conditions hold: 
(i) the set G, = (x:f(x) # 0} is an open subgroup of G; 
(ii) there exists a c.p.d. function # on G, such that f(x) = Exp $(x) for all 
XEG~; 
(iii) the sequence {#*} of c.p.d. f  uric ions t is conditionally compact in the 
uniform topology over G,; 
(iv) if +’ is any limit of q& on Go, then 1+5’(x) = 4(x) + 2rrik(x) for all 
x~Go> where k( .) assumes only integral values; 
(v) lim, 1 Re 1,&(x)1 = co for all x $ Go . 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.16 and 5.5. 
Remark 5.13. It is known from [6, Sect. 151 that every c.p.d. function 1/, on a 
compact group is of the form c(f - l), where c is a nonnegative constant and f  
is an n.p.d. function. 
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THEOREM 5.14. Let G be a connected and simply connected Lie group and let 
{ fnj , 1 < j < k,} be a un$ormly infkitesimal family of n.p.d. functions on G. Let 
Xl , x, 1*--f X,,, be a basis of the Lie algebra Y of G such that theJirst t elements 
constitute a basis for the derived Lie algebra [-Ep, q. Let 9,j be the homomorphism 
of G into the real line defined by 
where 
enj(ExP tlxl EXP t&s **- Exp t,X,,J = F t,a$, 
k=r+l 
Log standing for the principal value of the logarithm. Let 
F,(x) = l-Ifdx> 
j 
&(x) = 1 [fJx> e-ieJz) - 1 + iOnj(X)] 
for all x. Then (F,,) converges to a limit f  unsformly over every compact set if and 
only if the following two conditions hold. 




(*n} converges to * uniformly over compact sets. 
By Theorem 4.17, {F,} converges to a limit f  if and only if (Exp &} 
converges to f.  The convergence of (Exp #,> implies the shift compactness of 
{Exp z&n> where 
&n(x) = C [fni(x) e+*+) - 11. 
i 
By Theorem 5.8, {Exp I,&,> is shift compact if and only if {x,&, - i0,) is con- 
ditionally compact, where 0, is the homomorphism from G into the real line 
which can be computed by using Remark 5.10. Indeed, we have in the notation 
of Remark 5.10, for k < r, 
I f  k > r, 
&(Exp X,) = 0. 
B,(Exp X,) = Im $,,(Exp Xk) = c Im[f,,(Exp X,) e-ie”j(Expxk’] 
i 
= 1 Im 1 fej(Exp Xk.1 = 0. 
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Thus {z,&} is conditionally compact. Let T, be the homomorphism of G into R 
defined by 
It follows from the conditional compactness of {Exp &J and {Exp &J that 
{Exp in,} is conditionally compact in the topology of uniform convergence on 
compacta. We have 
Exp k,(Exp tX) = Exp it~,(Exp X), 
for every X E 2’. Hence ~,(Exp X) is bounded for every X E 9. Hence (Tn} is 
conditionally compact. Since {&} and {TV} are conditionally compact it follows 
that {&J is conditionally compact. If 1/1 and #’ are two limits of gn , then 
f = Exp # = Exp I,Y. This means that 9 - I,V can take only a countable number 
of values. Since G is connected and 4 - I/J’ vanishes at e, it follows that Z/I = 4’. 
Thus (G} itself must converge to a unique limit if {Exp &} converges. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.15. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group and let (fnj , 
1 < j < k,} be a uniformly injinitesimalfamily of n.p.d. functions on G. Let 
Ad4 = c [f&4 - 11. 
Then {F,) converges to a limit f  if and only zf 
(i) there exists a c.p.d. function z,b such that f  = Exp 4; 
(ii) *n converges uniformly over compact sets to I). 
Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 5.14 and Corollary 5.11. 
Remark 5.14. Theorem 5.14 and Corollary 5.15 generalise the classical 
central limit theorem of probability theory. The proofs given here yield an 
analogue of the central limit theorem for abelian groups. It is clear that the 
problem of finding all the limits of products of uniformly infinitesimal n.p.d. 
functions reduces to finding all the c.p.d. functions. This problem reduces to 
finding first order cocycles of unitary representations of G. For a detailed account 
of this the reader may refer to [6]. 
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